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Celebrating 25 years of APEN’s journey –
and flourishing
From an Incorporated body to a company limited by guarantee and everything in between

“It is not the strongest of species that survives, nor the
most intelligent, but the one most responsive for change”
(Charles Darwin 1809)
Who is APEN?
APEN is a network representing over 600
extension professionals across Australia, New
Zealand and the broader Asia Pacific Region.
What does APEN do?
APEN supports professional development,
networking opportunities and provides a voice
for extension professionals across Australia,
New Zealand and the broader Asia Pacific
Region.
What is extension?
Extension is the process of enabling change
in individuals, communities and industries, by
building capacity and influencing behaviour
to resolve problems and create more
sustainable futures through innovation,

APEN ExtensionNet

change and learning. Extension involves
a range of disciplines, including applied
research and demonstration, and participatory
empowerment and facilitation.
To capture a snapshot of APEN’s 25-year
journey, we have drawn upon a range of
historical material that has been gathered,
collated and preserved by the Secretariat
over 25 years and through ExtensionNet,
REIS Journal and Shaping Change. All of
these sources can be accessed from APEN’s
website: www.apen.org.au

I have really enjoyed gather ing
information for this ‘special’ issue
of ExtensionNet – such a wealth of
wonderful memories. I have drawn on
the collective views and experiences
of a diverse group of people who live
in different locations across Australia
and New Zealand – all working hard
to make a difference in the field of
extension. They have generously
shared with us who they are and how
their experiences have shaped and
influenced what is happening around
them. To grow our influence over the
next 25 years, I encourage each of you
to share your skills, experiences and
knowledge by contributing information,
brief articles, letters, upcoming events
and lots and lots of stories and photos.
As always, I appreciate the huge effort
of our Executive Officer, Dr Roe Currie.
Warm regards
Dr Patricia Hamilton
ExtensionNet Editor

“Why mention this history? Because the
issues we grappled with as a profession in
1993 are still with us today.”
(Mark Paine 2018)
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The Birth of APEN from 1993 -1996
lots of team work
Coming together is a beginning, staying together is progress,
and working together is success. (Henry Ford)
1993-2018 - From
Te r r y M a k i n:
“As the inaugural
President of APEN
it gives me great
pleasure and
p r i d e to s e e t hat
APEN has matured
into a suc c essf ul
and sustainable
organisation which
supports and promotes the professional
practitioners of ex tension throughout
Aust r alia and N ew Zealand. I must
pay tribute to my colleagues who made
up t he c o re wo r k ing group t hat was
empowered to set up your organisation
at t h e f i r st ex te n s i o n c o nfe r e n c e i n
Brisbane in October 1993. The initial
working group was Associate Professor
Bob Macadam (UWS), Peter Van Beek
(Principal Extension Specialist QDPI),
Ian Simpson (Chief Extension Of ficer
Dept. Agriculture NSW) and me (Dairy
farmer and Director, Dairy Research and
Development Corporation). What we see
today evolved out of the notes on the
breakfast table mats of more than 100
extension practitioners (20% female) at
the working breakfast on October 13.
The name Australasia- Pacific Extension
N et wo r k was f ir st su g g e ste d at t hi s
conference.
Then the challenge was to take these
ideas and wishes and build from scratch
an organisation that would achieve them.
Systems thinking and CATWOE were put
to the test.
These were exciting times and opportunities
were there to build on. The new R&D
Cor porations had increasing funding
and an interest in building ex tension
capacity to improve farmer knowledge
and management skills. The return on the
research investment depended on theories
and research being put into practice by
farmers and land users”.
1 9 9 4 “A P E N h a s b e e n b o r n . T h e
constitution has been lodged and APEN
becomes Incorporated. The office of the
Australian Institute of Agricultural Science
was appointed as our secretariat. Groups
of people started to form interim regional
chapters. We become a professional
body.” (ExtensionNet)

APEN ExtensionNet

2018 From Dr Jeff
C o u t t s : “A P E N
commenced at a
time when public
extension was
ver y much being
questioned and
departments
ac ros s Australia
were developing their specific extension
policies/strategies in response to the
emphasis of government’s role addressing
‘market failure’ rather than competing with
the private sector. Ironically, it was a time
of high interest in extension theory and
practice both here and internationally.
The then Department of Primary industries
(DPI) in Queensland had sent a few of us
to study extension and systems theory in
the US and Europe and what would now
be called a ‘Community of Practice’ was
emerging. Following the development
of Queensland’s extension strategy, we
were funded to run a national extension
conference at the Gold Coast in 1993.
The concept of APEN emerged out of this
conference.”
1996 Terry Makin stands down from the
Presidency: “APEN has been shaped
by its histor y of people in agricultural
extension, tertiary education and Landcare
who provided much of the early impetus
behind APEN’s inception. Yet its future
can be shaped to capture the early vision
of a more diverse membership around the
facilitation of social change.”
APEN appreciates the vision of this group
of motivated and inspiring men and women
with a shared purpose to create and shape
change together.

First growth involved:
• a reason for the establishment of the
network
- to increase awareness of new issues
and trends
- to develop and use new skills and
methodologies
- to foster wider discussions and debates
about rural issues; and
- to contribute to a growing common
understanding of the purpose and value
of extension.

•

•
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branding with our name and logo and
potential of the extension network.
- “The colours of APEN’s new logo,
d e e p a q u a a n d te r r a c ot t a , a r e
designed to communicate that the
basis for all extension work is the
prime elements of land and water.
- Cur ving the word “ex tension”
around the world suggests the allencompassing nature of extension
work, while the eclipse containing
the work “network” indicates the
liveliness, energy, movement and
direction of extension and its people.
- The basic rectangular shape of the
rest of the logo suggests tradition
and convention out of which
move random geometric shapes
to illustrate that extension work,
while steeped in the basics, cannot
and should not be contained or
constrained by the past or tradition.”
(Vol 2 (3) ExtensionNet)
a Newsletter to share our extension
practices, projects and programs
- Why this Newslet ter asks Peter
Van Beek in the first issue. “Plans
fo r a profe s si onal o rganisati on
for extension have been around
fo r 25 ye a r s o r m o r e… a dr af t
newslet ter with a questionnaire
was mailed out widely through state
and national representatives using
the Conference newslet ter as a
basis.” The returned questionnaires
“strongly suggest that the Newsletter
needs to have a strong emphasis
on practical articles and be
representative of all parts of the
Australian-Pacific area”.
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What is extension? Can we agree on a
definition? What do extensionists do?
“Close your eyes for a while and
imagine your extension role
and particularly its impact”
(Completing the jigsaw puzzle
Mike Weise 2012)
1994 – Peter Van Beek encouraged us to
see extension in its broadest context: “as
facilitators of change”. “Extensionists help
to: locate/create/collate/re-format; inform/
share insights/be innovative; start where
they (and the farmer) are and where they
are needed/wanted – so that extensionists
encourage understanding and adaption.”
1 9 9 7- A m a b e l Fu l t o n s u g g e s t e d ,”
Information is an important component
of extension – whether you are delivering
it, accessing it, using it or helping others
to use it. a reminder of the complexity of
farming systems, of rural communities, of
extension.”
2001- Jef f Coutts noted that APEN’s
website offered the following definition,
“Extension concerns working with people
in a community to facilitate change in an
environment that has social, economic and
technical complexity.” He asked members
if they needed to change the mindset once
again? Extension’s role in society as ‘the
oil’ that makes things happen - it is about
interaction between people, information
sharing, dialogue, learning and action.

ingredient that is of vital importance to
them. And we talk down to them by using
a language that is not theirs. Develop,
publish and promote practical descriptions
to which our stakeholders can easily
relate”.

2011 – “Extension is the process of enabling
change in individuals, communities
and industries involved in the primary
industry sector and with natural resource
management”. (Vanclay & Leach, Shaping
Change p.6)

2011 – Professor David De Kretser AC,
Governor of Victoria, in the foreword
to A PEN ’s Shaping Change: Natural
Resource Management, Agriculture and
the Role of Extension book, offered the
following: ‘The term Extension officially
made its way into the English language in
the early 1800s at Cambridge University
and since that time has been variably used
to describe the process by which scientific
knowledge is transmitted to industry to
inform those practising in the field of
endeavour. Extension has been the means
by which the adoption of new knowledge
has changed processes within Western
agr icultural industr ies and the r ising
Natural Resource Management sector.
Thus, extension has been responsible for
providing tangible benefits to individuals
a n d s o c i et y a t l a r g e f r o m s c i e nt i f i c
discovery.’

2012 – ‘The many turnings of agricultural
extension in Australia’ by Warren Hunt,
Colin Birch, Jeff Coutts and Frank Vanclay
–Journal of Agricultural Education and
Extension Vol.18 No.1, 9 -26, February
2012 provides an insightful account of
extension.

2 0 0 1 - P e t e r Va n B e e k c h a l l e n g e d
members as ‘sinners’ by denying “other
stakeholders ‘co-ownership of extension
through excluding from our definitions an

2018 – APEN website: Extension is about
working with people in a community to
facilitate change in an environment that has
social, economic and technical complexity.
This is achieved by helping people gain the
knowledge and confidence, so that they
want to change, and by providing support
to ensure it is implemented effectively.
2017 At a recent Special General Meeting
of APEN members, the resolution was
passed to transition APEN away from
its present Incorporated Association
st atus into a Company Limi t ed by
Guarantee. As part of these structural
changes, it was also recognised that
the APEN Constitution was modified
to suit the new company structure. See
APEN website
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Leadership
Great leaders don’t set out to be a leader … they set out to make a difference … it is never
about the position or the role … it is always about the goal and outcomes.
Some thoughts from a few of APEN’s
leaders
Between 1996 and 2017, the leadership
o f J o h n B o u r n e , J a n e F i s h e r, J o h n
James, Neale Price, Tracey Gianatti,
Austin McLennan, Jeanette Long and the
current President Graham Harris, through
vo l u nt e e r m a n a g e m e nt c o m m i t t e e s ,
have brought together talented groups
of people who have generously offered
their time, experience and ef for ts for
extension agents across Australia and the
Pacific, including an impressive group of
ExtensionNet editors to lead APEN to go
somewhere to make a difference.
The leader s whom we c ould c ont act
were asked: What achievement, in your
volunteer role, are you most proud of?
We also took the liberty of quoting from
President’s reports during their tenure.
John Bourne (1996-1999) noted in 1997
that, “during the year, APEN achieved
the milestone of 500 members. Other
highlights included set ting up a web
page, which included the APEN Forum, a
vehicle by which members could access
the views of others in a discussion format
and the initiation of an annual Extension
Award for excellence.” [Does anyone
remember “the APEN Anthem” created
by Helpful Productions for the after-dinner
enter tainment at the Four th “National
Forum” and AGM held at Roseworthy?
This anthem highlighted the real need to
“work together for the effectiveness of
our own professional roles and by good
fortune for the benefit of our clients and
communities “Ed.]
Jane Fisher (1999-2001) – acknowledges
that “the organisation has gained a great
deal of recognition and momentum since
its inception at the APEC conference on
the Gold Coast in 1993. I am pleased

to share with you the good news that
Horticulture Australia Limited has agreed
to sponsor ExtensionNet for $7000 per
year over the next two years, and DRDC
$4000 per year.”
Dr John James (2001-2004) – In 2002:
“The challenge for us as an organisation of
change management and communication
specialists is to “walk the talk” ourselves.”
2004 - The APEN Management Committee
( M C) c o nt i n u e d i t s ef f o r t s i n b et t e r
communicating and engaging with its
members by sending out regular eBulletins,
using an informal communication style to
highlight items of importance to members.
T h i s a n d t h e o n l i n e s u r vey s h e l p e d
us better engage with members about
the proposed changes. John reflects
in 2018 – “ It was creating the APEN
mentoring scheme, as that has enabled
seasoned ex tension professionals to
share their enthusiasm and knowledge
about extension with those seeking to
improve their own extension practice.
After designing and implementing the
scheme, I’ve continued my involvement
as a mentor over of the years. I never fail
to learn something new myself from those
I mentor, as they invariably have new
thoughts and ideas that challenge my own
behaviours. I’m thankful that others like
Peter Hanrahan, Jeanette Gellard and Roe
Currie have helped to keep the mentoring
scheme going, so that it can continue to
benefit our members.”
N e a l e P r i c e ( 2 0 0 5 - 2 0 0 7 ) – “A P E N
continues to work collaboratively with the
Australian Farm Business Management
Network to produce an Extension Farming
Systems journal and I would especially like
to thank Neels Botha and Roy Murray-Prior
for their continuing efforts.”

APEN ExtensionNet
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Tracey Gianatti (2008- 2010) encourages
members to attend the 5th International
C onferenc e in Busselton, Wester n
Australia – “we all know there are many
brilliant stories of practice change out
there at the coal face – this is our chance
to capture our learnings and share them
with others who can benefit”.
Austin McLennan (2010-2013) – “For
m e, i t h as a l ways b e e n t h e s e t h r e e
sign posts – Networking, Professional
D eve l o p m e n t a n d Re p r e s e n t a t i o n –
that have provided the focus in what
APEN should be doing and the direction
it should be heading – to deliver the
maximum benefits to our members and the
broader extension and advisor community
and, by extension, to the industries and
communities with which we work … I hope
it will be clear that APEN is realising its
plan to be “The (leading) organisation for
extension professionals” (APEN Corporate
Statement) ... and that, importantly, we
have been achieving this by providing a
“Platform for Professional Development,
Networking and Representation” (taken
from the APEN Mission Statement) …
APEN has a lot of work to do to increase
the recognition and esteem of the term
extension. So, I would say, APEN is not
stuck in an agricultural and NRM rut, rather
we are barely in it. And secondly, if you are
one of those people who see a rut, I invite
you instead to see it as a swimming pool
of opportunity, and it’s time for APEN to
jump in, and stop worrying about the big
wide ocean outside.”
Jeanette Long (2014-2016) Leadership
is about leading a team to go somewhere
to make a positive difference. It has been
challenging as we progressed to become a
company. I’m very proud of the success of
the conference in Adelaide that I convened
while in my first year as President of APEN.
I was also thrilled with the amount of “on-
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ground” activity including roadshows, the
mentoring scheme, webinars and local
events that occurred. In my final year as
President, hosting the GFR AS (Global
Forum for Rural Advisory Services) annual
meeting in Ingham and APEN’s 2017
International Conference in Townsville
was a highlight and credit to all involved.
G r a h a m H a r r i s ( 2 0 17- 2 0 18 ) I n m y
12-month tenure as APEN President I have
been impressed with the professionalism
with which the members of the APEN
Board and Roe Currie have progressed
the transition of our organisation to a
Company Limited by Guarantee. In that
time, we have reviewed our strategic
direction and are putting in place the
necessary procedural documentation that
will underpin the future health of APEN.
I am impressed by APEN’s commitment
to fostering on-going development of the
extension profession within our region. We
have delivered professional development
opportunities through the regular webinar
series organised by Leanne Isaacson and
the APEN Roadshows, this year being
delivered by Greg Mills from GoAhead
Business Solutions. These events provide
our members with excellent development
opportunities and showcase the benefit
of being a member of APEN. Particular
thanks go to our Regional Co-ordinators
for their ef for t s in suppor ting A PEN
throughout the regions. Planning is now
underway for the 2019 APEN Conference
in Darwin. I look forward to what will be
another excellent conference where we
can all learn from our peers and further
develop our professional networks.

APEN ExtensionNet

Regional Coordinators
Working alongside our APEN Leaders in
the Committee of Management/National
E xecutive or f inally the Management
C ommit tee, have been t he Re gi onal
Coordinators (RCs), who, as volunteers,
represented their regions in every state
and territory in Australia and New Zealand.
Some RCs even took on the roles of Vice
President, Treasurer and Secretary for
APEN to make the strategic decisions to
successfully run the business of APEN.
The 54 RCs are listed on the Honour Board
on the APEN Website. Their contributions
are greatly appreciated.
One RC role that became more difficult to
achieve over the years was to organise at
least one local event in the regions with
the help of Cluster Coordinators.
With the change in APEN structure to
a Company Limited by Guarantee, the
management structure also changed to
a Board and a permanent committee, the
Regional Activities Committee (R AC).
RCs are elected to the RAC and their role
is to facilitate APEN activity in their region
as well as providing regional input to the
Board through a Regional Coordinator
who is also a Board Director. Presently
that conduit role is held by Chrissy Stokes
from NZ.
RCs appreciate assistance in organising
regional activities. APEN also has a role
for an Event and Activity Coordinator. We
encourage you to contact your RC if you
are interested. See back page of this
edition for contact details.
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APEN
Secretariat
The Australian
Institute
of
Agricultural Science
were appointed
as the first APEN
secretariat in
1994 and the interim committee of
management decided to put the role
out for tender in 1995. Dr Rosemary
(Roe) Currie has been providing APEN
Secretariat services since July 1995.
A s well as being t he c ont ac t and
communications point for APEN and
looking after the membership database
and finances, the role involves assisting
the APEN Board and Committees and
especially the President, Treasurer and
Secretary. Progress over the years
has seen agendas and minutes sent by
fax or mail with meetings by telephone
conferencing, through email contact
and use of the website for committee
papers with web-conferencing, to using
Dropbox for agendas and Board papers
and @apen.org.au email addresses!
Working with all the APEN Committees
and Editors and getting to know them all
and see them grow with experience as
they work for APEN’s benefit continues
to be a satisf ying and rewarding
experience. Putting faces to APEN
members names at events is a highlight
of the role.
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APEN’s Communication
“Minds are like parachutes. They only function when they are open” (Thomas Dewar)

As ex t ension prac t i t ioner s we are
professional communicators. So
how do we use our communication
s k i l l s? A n d , c a n w e i m p r o v e o u r
communication skills?

ExtensionNet

The impact of the editors of
ExtensionNet

1993 – Peter Van Beek asks: ‘Why this
newsletter?’ – “Its instructions from the
Steering Committee are to arrange the
network through consultation and to start
a newsletter as soon as possible. This
is that newsletter.” Points of view were
encouraged.

G r e at stu f f hap p e ns w h e n we c o m e
together to inspire, to motivate and to
influence each other. The information
and ideas in ExtensionNet reflect the
thinking, research, and talents which unite
the APEN community. The editors bring
diversity, experience, representation and
networking of our members to the multifaceted discussions surrounding extension
practices across Australia and the Pacific.
There have been 11 editors from the
interim editor, Peter Van Beek. APEN
deeply appreciates the influence of Dale
Williams, Elwin Turnbull, Mark Paine,
D ar ren S c hmi dt , Chr is sy K ing, J e s s
Jennings, Kate Charleston, Gerry Roberts,
Ian Teese, Mar yse Bourgault and the
current editor, Patricia Hamilton. We also
acknowledge three guest editors, Sally
Marsh, John James and Roe Currie.
“By providing that Human connection and
faces to the people who were there, you
provide another element and impetus
for change” (Roger Chao, CEO Kinders
Together)
From 1993-2018, the editors have captured
and recorded the moments in developing
the growth of APEN. Our members, as
facilitators of change, are involved in
technology transfer, extending research
results, working with groups of grass
roots farmers, rural communities and
natural resource management as advisors,
c onsult ant s, c ommunic ator s, projec t
managers.

APEN ExtensionNet

“a flagship publication to be proud of”
Some snippets from APEN editorials to
help you complete Mike’s jigsaw puzzle

In 1995, Dale Williams: “I trust the articles
go beyond a ‘show and tell’ and raise a few
issues and questions for deliberation. “In
1997, “Ours is a ‘network’. It is more than
a professional ‘association’. It will work if
we all equally own its purpose, processes
and benefits ... if we each play our roles
in its shared life. “
I n 19 9 8 , E l w i n Tu r n b u l l wo n d e r e d:
How of ten have you asked? What is
the Core Business of Extension? and,
how satisfied are you with your answer?
[Read Elwin’s response Vol 5 (4)] APEN
has now “come of age” as a professional
network. It has a sound membership base,
has organised successful national and
international conferences and is continuing
t o d e l i ve r b e n e f i t s t o i t s m e m b e r s .
APEN provides a vehicle for extension
professionals to share experiences and
continue to refine their understanding and
skills. (Michael Taylor Secretary Natural
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Resources and Environment – a sponsor
since APEN’s inception) He challenged
change agents to continually respond to
change, to adapt and be more innovative
2001-2002 - Mark Paine, in 2018 reflects
on the achievements he rec orded.
“ExtensionNet provided the medium to
discuss the implications of these changes
for the profession. I became editor of
E x tensionNet in 20 0 0 and made the
following comment in my first editorial:
We can see that extension is becoming
an increasingly important profession to
enable society to cope with the challenges
emerging in value chains, natural resource
management and r ural development.
I bel ieve E x tens ion N et pr ovides our
profession with a capacity to learn from
e a c h o t h e r by s h a r i n g ex p e r i e n c e s
and insights as we grapple with these
challenges in future.
Extension as a profession was the core
theme for APEN 2001. A number of Rural
Development Corporations and State
Departments were questioning the role
of ex tension and who should pay for
these services. Being explicit about the
unique role of the extension profession
helped inform this debate. APEN 2001
stated, ‘The extension profession has a
unique mandate to stimulate innovation
and suppor t the effor ts of others who
s e ek to i m p r ove r u r a l env i r o n m en ts
a n d t h e i r p e r s o n a l w e l l - b e i n g .’ T h e
profession was defining itself in terms of
knowledge management, adult learning,
innovation, and participatory approaches
to rural development while its future was
being threatened with funding cuts from
government and industry. Many of you will
recall debating issues of market failure and
the role of the state to stimulate innovation.
ExtensionNet connected people with other
teams, projects, and research from across
Australasia and the Pacific during this
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time. We extended our ability to facilitate,
evaluate and research change. We did this
in an expanding universe of issues arising
in rural communities.”
M a r k’s t h o u g h t s f o r t h e f u t u r e:
“E x tens io n N et c o nt inue s to fee d my
passion for extension, even though it is
more than one and half decades since I
was editor. The relevance of the extension
profession to determining our future as a
cohesive society has never been greater.
Unfortunately, we continue to be invisible
to most of the people who stand to benefit
from our services.
At the launch of the Handbook for Qualitative
Research in 2000, Yvonna Lincoln gave an
impassioned acknowledgement to the
contribution that agricultural extension
had made to many of the approaches in
the Handbook. Her message was that
extension inspired much of the work now
pursued by a range of applied social
research disciplines. As we advance our
profession through practice and research
may we continue to inspire others in
collegial partnerships. To cope with the
challenges emerging from climate change
we will require highly effective publicprivate partnerships.”
2004 – Darren Schmidt – “As professionals
focused on - amongst many other things
- change management, extension officers
can often be conservative with their own
career progression and just as frightened
of change as anybody else. Take it from
me: change is scary! A new year is as good
a time as any to have a close look at your
experiences, skill sets and qualifications
and deter mine for your self if you’ve
changes to make”.
2007 – Christine King – [Ed sez …] “The
stories, in ExtensionNet …, show the
diversity of activities related to extension
that are happening around Australia,
including on- ground action, policy
formulation, professional development and
publication; not to mention the diversity
of membership and alternative careers.
What an achievement for any professional
community! Thank you for sharing your
stories.”

2 010 - Ka t e Ch a r l e s t o n a n d G e r r y
Roberts – “There is more than just the
year-change that’s different! we (Kate and
Gerry = Editors) have collaborated for the
first time to edit EN. It has been enjoyable
work using only the collaboration tools of
email, web-conferencing and telephones...
we have never met face to face! For
another thing, APEN is up for change
to bec ome par t of a member- dr iven,
interactive APEN website.”
2013 - Ian Teese – “Organisations such as
APEN rely on the voluntary contributions
from members. The newsletter editors rely
on the valuable contributions from APEN
members to provide an informative and
relevant newsletter.”
2 0 13 - 2 0 16 M a r y s e B o u r g a u l t : h e r
thoughts in 2018 “I decided to volunteer
for the role of the ExtensionNet editor at
the 2013 Conference in Christchurch, NZ.
I had a great time at the conference. I met
such interesting and friendly people that I
wanted a way to stay connected with this
community. I knew I was leaving extension
a few weeks after the conference. I’m
originally trained as a research scientist,
and ultimately, that is what I went back to,
but for a while (15 months to be exact!), I
had given up on that life. And then, a few
weeks before the conference, I had an
offer that convinced me to give it another
try. Most conferences I went to before
Chr istc hurc h were quite large (most
over 500, one up to 2500 delegates),
very scientific, and it would be quite rare
for people to spark a conversation and
introduce themselves just because they
happen to stand beside each other. So,
the APEN conference was truly a breath
of fresh air, and I felt instantly at home
among extensionists, even with my limited
experience. There is no question in my
mind that being editor of ExtensionNet
has been one of the most rewarding
volunteering experiences of my life. I
think it is no exaggeration to say that I
have gained friends for life within the
management committee. I’ve also gained
confidence in approaching people to ask
for favours, even if I did not know them.

And I found that that most people are
more than happy to share their knowledge.
Being the editor of ExtensionNet gives you
the perfect excuse to ask anyone (almost)
anything!
One of my greatest challenges, I think
as an Editor, was finding time. There is
never enough time! Looking back, I think
I should have spent more time advertising
the articles that we had, linking them to
Facebook and LinkedIn, tweeting them out,
etc (once we had the digital edition out),
because they were great pieces of advice
that truly deserved to be shared as widely
as possible.
Looking back, I think APEN had a profound
impact on my professional life. Working
in extension, even if only for a short stint,
and continuing to learn about extension as
the Editor, certainly helped me be a great
match for my current job. I am working at a
research centre at a Land-grant university
in the USA, and our engagement with
farmers is not only one of our greatest
accomplishment but also the source of
our greatest strength. I feel I owe a good
part of the success of my participatory
research with farmers to my involvement
in APEN and the great relationships I
developed then.
S o, t h a n k yo u a l l s o m u c h f o r yo u r
friendship, and I hope APEN celebrates
another 25 years of success!
2017- Pat Hamilton “I am privileged to
follow a line of very impressive editors of
ExtensionNet over a period of 25 years
who have been given the opportunity to
interact with so many amazing extension
agents. I am reminded of Mahatma
Gandhi’s approach that rather than waiting
for change to happen, we need to be the
change we want to see – that is, we often
need to see beyond the lens to progress
our extension work.
APEN thanks our editors for keeping us
“abreast of the times”.

“We could learn a lot from
crayons: some are sharp,
some are pretty, some are
dull, while others are bright,
some have weird names, but
we have to learn to live in the
same box.”
Anonymous
APEN ExtensionNet
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APEN’s Communication

The REIS Journal
Dr Roy Murray-Prior
The first edition of the Rural Extension
and Innovation Systems Journal, or as it
was then known, the Extension Farming
Systems Journal was published in 2005 by
the Australian Farm Business Management
Network. It has always been published in
hard and electronic copies with free access
to the online copy. While I was the inaugural
editor, the idea for the journal was the brain
child of Dr Alvaro Charry from Charles Sturt
University in Orange.
Professor Jim Pratley, Dean of the Faculty
of Science and Agriculture at Charles
Sturt University wrote the foreword for the
journal which was seen as ‘providing an
avenue for researchers in farm business
management and farming systems to
provide papers focused on extension of
their research or extension aspects of that
research. On the other hand, professional
farmers have in the Extension Farming
Systems Journal an:
opportunity to bring their
scholarship upfront and extending
their achievements to interested
par ties. Professional extension
officers, agribusiness managers
and farmers will surely benefit
with Extension Farming Systems
Journal as well as other agricultural
related professionals.
At t hat st age t he jour nal inc luded a
R es ear c h F o r u m (refe r e e d r e s e ar c h
articles on extension) and Industry Forum
(articles on farm business and farming
systems technology highlights with typical
extension character, outstanding farm and
agribusiness case-studies and leadingfarmers stories). At the time I was a
member of both the AFBM Network and
APEN and saw the opportunity for the
journal to become a forum for agricultural
extension researchers and practitioners to
publish their work. As a former extension
practitioner, I recognised the opportunity
that publication provided for them to reflect
on what worked and what didn’t, but also
to learn from others and enhance their
careers.

APEN ExtensionNet

At the time APEN did not have a journal and
did not appear to be particularly interested in
supporting one. Papers presented at APEN
conferences were published in various
forms, but by Volume 3 in 2007 the journal
was a joint publication of AFBMN and APEN
although it was funded by AFBMN, with
Neels Botha as the APEN editor. My strategy
to gain acceptance was to show the value the
journal would provide to APEN members, so
when the WA branch of APEN put in a bid to
hold the 2009 conference, I suggested we
use the journal to publish papers from the
conference. The next three issues included
papers from that conference. Since then
it has published papers from all APEN
conferences as well as articles submitted
independently.
In 2010, APEN took over management
and funding of the journal and in that year
changed the name to the Rural Extension
and Innovation Systems Journal. Lisa Cowan
and Sally Marsh became assistant editors in
2014 and have added new ideas and skills, in
addition to sharing the workload. Following
the joint APEN/GFRAS conference in 2017
the journal has begun to generate interest
from international researchers, particularly
from developing countries. The Editors
are looking at improvements to the journal
including adding sections for Literature
Review papers and Keynote conference
papers and getting included in citation
indexes. We are also currently organising a
special issue on use of digital technologies
in extension.
However, our focus remains on publishing
high-quality articles (not necessarily hardcore scientific papers) on extension theory
and practice relevant to Australia, New
Zealand and the broader Australasia-Pacific
Region to support innovation and practice
change by extensionists in primary industries
and natural resource management. We
encourage APEN members to take the
challenge of sharing their work with others,
using the journal to enhance their knowledge
and skills, and hence make their work more
enjoyable and rewarding. We would also
welcome offers to help with reviewing articles
for the research and practice sections by
sending an email to the editor who is also
happy to receive articles for publication
during the year.
Roy Murray-Prior can be contacted on
reiseditor@apen.org.au. Author instructions
can be found at http://www.apen.org.au/
rural-extension-and-innovations-systemsjournal
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SHAPING CHANGE:
Natural Resource
Management, Agriculture
and the Role of Extension

2 011 “ t h i s b o o k s e e ks t o p r ov i d e a
contemporary context for a discipline that
has been changing rapidly to meet new
demands from agriculture, NRM and their
institutional settings. It looks to the future
at the kind of skills we need to rapidly
develop, learn and implement so that we
are equipped to engage our communities
in some of the biggest challenges ever
faced by human civilisation.” (Introduction,
Jess Jennings, Roger Packham, Dedee
Woodside)
Reflections from Jess Jennings in 2018 Shaping Change back in 2011 was collated
“to provide a broad structure of knowledge
for our craft for both new and experienced
practitioners alike to readily access peer
reviewed, professional contributions of the
history, theory and practice of extension….
But another agenda lurked between the
lines of Shaping Change, that of raising the
professionalism and research standards of
the extension community to better stand
its ground, and grow its patch just a little,
in the highly competitive marketplace of
ideas and industry relevance.
The value of extension to society increases
the more change we face, and there’s
no risk of the rate of change dropping
of f any time soon, be it technological
d i s r u p t i o n , g l o b a l m a r ke t s , c l i m a t e
variation, institutional change or policy
direction to name but a few of the variables
that must be managed in the daily life of
an extension professional.”
[Shaping Change is a great resource as
many of the articles reflect the conditions
of today. Jess acquired funding from the
Gardiner Foundation and 3,000 copies
were published. This has enabled APEN
to include a copy in each new member’s
welcome pack and provide it at postage
only cost for any member. If you don’t have
your copy, please request it from Roe at
info@apen.org.au. – Ed.]
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Conferences

International Conferences

APEN events bring
together “professionals
from the everemerging spectrum of
extension that ranges
from responsible
natural resource
management to
productive agricultural
landscapes”.

The APEN International Conference, held
every 4 years (2017 in conjunction with
GFRAS) is an international meeting for
rural advisory practitioners, researchers
and academics who combine the best
extension research and practice from
developing and developed countries. A
wonderful opportunity to network, share
knowledge and improve extension.

Studies reveal that
there are five main
reasons why people
attend conferences:
to learn; to be
inspired; to meet
like-minded people
and network; to solicit business; and the
location.
The following events identify the themes of
the conferences APEN has organised and
delivered. A local organising committee
did great work and the conferences have
been well received.
19 95 - M onitor ing and Evaluation in
Extension, November, Albury, New South
Wales
1996 – Beyond Technology Transfer,
December, Melbourne, Victoria

Surveys
Ever y few years APEN has asked
members questions about themselves,
their jobs and how we can help and how
APEN is progressing. In 2010, APEN
conducted a survey of its members
to find out what activities are working
and what they should change. “All
sur veys, whether printed or online
have two competing objectives. First,
we want to get as much information as
possible and secondly, participants
want to spend as little time as possible
completing the sur vey. (Eds. Kate
Charleston & Gerry Roberts)
[For those of you considering ‘not
another survey’, read a back issue of
ExtensionNet, particularly the article
by Kate Roberts: Survey Monkey: Why
not Elephant or Banana? - Ed.]
APEN has recently concluded its email
sur vey of members for 2018. “It is
clear that extension approaches can
be used to work with issues in each
of these areas – primary industries,
the environment and the community
– and that a number of ex tension
practitioners already see themselves
as working across all three.” (Austin
McLennan) The results of this survey
will be shared with the Directors and
members once the results have been
evaluated.

APEN ExtensionNet

19 9 8 – Par tner s hi ps i n E x tens i o n –
E x t e n d i n g B o u n d a r i e s , D e c e m b e r,
Roseworthy, South Australia
1999 – Evolving systems – challenged
minds, November, Perth, Western Australia
2000 – Creating a climate for change
– E x tension in Australasia, October,
Melbourne, Victoria
2003 – Ex tending Ex tension: beyond
traditional boundaries, methods and ways
of thinking, November, Hobart, Tasmania
2005 – Building capacity for sustainable
resource management … moving a
wheelbarrow full of frogs! September,
Toowoomba, Queensland
2007 – Capture, Consolidate &
Communicate, November, Canberra, ACT
2011 – Hitting a Moving Target – Sustaining
Landscapes, Livelihoods and Lifestyles in
a Changing World, November, Armidale,
New South Wales

1997 – Managing Change – building
knowledge and skills, November, Albury,
New South Wales
2001 – Exploring beyond the boundaries
of extension and paving the way for a
positive future for regional communities,
October, Toowoomba, Queensland
2006 - Practice change for sustainable
communities: Exploring footprints,
pathways and possibilities, March,
Beechworth, Victoria
2009 - Shaping Change in Communities:
Dimensions of Excellence, Busselton,
Western Australia
2013 - Transformative Change: Chosen
or Unchosen - Pathways to innovation,
resilience and prosperity, August,
Christchurch, New Zealand
2017 - Facilitating Balanced Change
for Rural and Urban Communities:
Profitability & sustainability, land & sea,
private & public, farms & communities
September, Townsville, Northern
Queensland
Proceedings (published papers) for past
international conferences, symposiums,
conferences, forums and other APEN
events can be accessed from APEN’s
website.
•

Writing for conferences is an excellent
way to launch your writing career and
hone your writing skills. “It seems vital
that we also publish our work and
methods in peer-reviewed journals – if
the extension profession is to be seen
as more than second rate.” (Petheram,
Paine & Crawford. 2008).

•

Speaking at conferences is a great
opportunity to share your knowledge
and influence the discussions as you
become more visible.

2015 – Managing change, innovation
& ac tion in an ever- s hr ink ing wor ld,
November, Adelaide, South Australia

[Here’s your chance – Attend APEN’s
Co n f e r e n c e i n D a r w i n , S e p t e m b e r
2019. Ed.]
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APEN’s Communication
Awards

Mentoring

T h e A P E N Aw a r d f o r E xc e l l e n c e i n
Extension is open to APEN members,
either individuals or groups, who have
demonstrated excellence in extension
through a work program completed within
the last five years. Awards are presented
in the Open or Experienced and Young
Professional (under 35 years of age)
categories.

2005 - The Leading the future: nurturing
yo u n g p e o p l e i n ex t e ns i o n n a t i o n a l
workshop in Melbourne identified the lack
of mentoring as one of the major obstacles
facing young extension professionals.
This was the culmination of a series
of leadership workshops held around
Australian and organised with Dr Amabel
Fulton and Rural Development Services
2008 - under the leadership of John
James, the APEN Mentoring scheme was
developed. As with any such scheme,
mentees and mentors both benefit from
the experience.

In 2009, the Young Professional Award
was renamed the Amabel Fulton Award
for Excellence in Extension for a Young
Professional in memory of the late Amabel
Fulton who was a major contributor to
APEN and the development of extension
in Australia. The underpinning aim of
t he Awards pro gram is to showc ase
the achievements of our enterprising
members.

2 0 18 - T h e A P E N E x t e n s i o n s k i l l s
mentoring scheme is an additional service
available to members only. Of course,
interested non-members may join and
gain immediate access to it. For all the
details, please read our information
booklet which can be accessed from the
APEN website.

Roadshows
Af ter 10 years of organising
an APEN conference or forum
eve r y ye a r a d e c i s i o n wa s m a d e t o
hold these events every second year. The
Management Committee considered the
issue that people who didn’t attend the
APEN forum or conference were not getting
many APEN events. This coincided with the
finish of a Cooperative Venture in Capacity
Building funded project and it was decided
to use a Roadshow to share the results.
In 2005, the workshop, Capacity building
for change: what, why and how, presented
by Jeff Coutts and Kate Roberts, was held
in all Australian states and was the start of
the APEN Roadshow concept.
2009 - Fostering Rural Innovation and
Change – Ian Plowman
2014 - Designing Effective Events – Using
Adult Learning Principles – Andrew Huffer

[ The impressive list of winners can be
accessed on the APEN website. Their
projects have had a profound impact on
many aspects of primary production and
natural resource management. Ed.]

The workshop was also taken to Hamilton,
New Zealand
2016 - Program Logic – Col Freeman
The workshop was also taken to
Christchurch, New Zealand and a new
pattern established.
2018 – Tips, Tricks and a little bit of
Extension Magic – Greg Mills

APEN ExtensionNet
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The Impact of Technology
“The world is becoming more connected. People, businesses and governments are
increasingly moving into the virtual world to deliver and access services, obtain
information, perform transactions, shop, work and interact with each other. The rapid
growth in connectivity is associated with new meta-level functionality and changed
organisational and individual behaviour and will fundamentally change communities.”
CSIRO (2012)

Imagine life without computers now! The number one benefit of information technology is
that it empowers people to do what they want to do. It lets people be creative. It lets people
be productive. It lets people learn things they didn’t think they could learn before, and so
in a sense it is all about potential. (Steve Ballmer)
I n 2 0 1 8 , A P E N ’s C o m m u n i c a t i o n s
Strategy provides guidance for project
communication activities to: establish a
roadmap for communication to ensure
a l l p a r t n e r s a r e o n t h e s a m e p a g e;
streamline messaging; ensure all available
partner communication tools are being
utilised detail processes and attribution
requirements. Our communication
channels are: Annual Report, ExtensionNet
Newsletter, e-bulletins, Media releases,
Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, REIS Journal,
Website, Webinars.

Website

Web Conferencing

The APEN website was first set up in 1997
through Charles Sturt University (http://
life.csu.edu.au/apen/) and in 2001 a new
one was set up. An upgrade was carried
out in 2012 and continued to improve
each year, thanks especially to the effort
of member Leigh Walters who worked
tirelessly in the background for several
years. In 2017, APEN commissioned Snap
to build a new website update and refresh
our image and information. It was launched
in early 2018.

2 010 – Aust in M c Lennan n ote d t hat
web conferences would not be another
“gimmick. “in particular, web-conferences
are a cheap and effective way for you to
hear from first class presenters who would
ordinarily never make it to you corner of
the world…or at least mine”.

eBulletin
a monthly electronic newsletter from the
President was established in 2004.
It c o nt ains A PEN N ews, ot her news
t h at m ay b e of i nte r e st to m e m b e r s
and employment opportunities as they
are notif ied. The Reading Brace was
introduced by MC member Mike Weise and
is continued today with input from Denise
Bewsell. The newsletter facility, with the
current website, is more user friendly and
it is hoped the members appreciate the
new look.

APEN ExtensionNet

2018 – APEN Board, RAC and Committees
conduct meetings using the Zoom software.
A PEN c o nt inu e s to h o st a s e r i e s of
webinars on a wide range of topics to
encourage members to hear from the
expertise and experience of extensionists
from all over Australia as well as New
Zealand.
•

If you would like further details on the
webinars or would like to present or
have a suggestion for a suitable topic,
please contact the APEN Secretariat
on info@apen.org.au.

Web conferencing? No, sorry mate – this
is the afterlife. Cyberspace is over there!
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Social Media
Once a new technology rolls over you, if you’re not part of the steamroller,
you’re part of the road (Stewart Brand)
Social Media is a vital ingredient for an
organisation like APEN to reach and
engage with our members and the wider
audience.

And so, what happened when social
media became a focus of APEN’s
communication strategy?
2011 - “The march of social media
is now unstoppable and extension
professionals need to keep abreast of
this new technology as they provide
opportunities for communities to share
information as well as keeping a log for
future use and review of documents.”
((Gerry Roberts & Kate Charleston,
ExtensionNet Vol 18 (3)

APEN ExtensionNet

2014 - Cynthia Mahoney encouraged
members to share ideas, experiences
and content, provide feedback and
even collaborate with each other
through LinkedIn, Facebook and
Twitter. Cynthia’s tips on how APEN
members could use social media to
connect can be found in ExtensionNet
Vol 22 (1). “We can all contribute to
APEN being a vibrant, engaged and
participative social network in the
virtual world as well as the real one.”
“Social Media can be a bit like a bunch
of people with megaphones blurting out
their messages one-way. People will
cover their ears (unsubscribe) and tune
that out. Use Social Media to ‘listen’ to
and learn more about your audience”.
Brian J Carroll, CEO of InTouch
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2018 – We now use our ability to access
people and events on a daily basis
while working across Australia and
New Zealand. We can see, hear what is
important to our members and respond
accordingly – such connectivity and so
many linkages. Remember: You control
the information that you choose to enter
into the system.
And so, to the future- a place which
we are creating and shaping …
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Where is Extension heading?
When it comes to the future, there are three kinds of people; those who let it happen,
those who make it happen and those who wonder what happened.”
John M Richardson Jr.
Future Visions
The Current President, Graham Harris

APEN’s three Life Members share their
vision for the future of APEN
Terry Makin
25 years ago, the
challenges we
faced were how to
build the capacity
of the ex tension
p r o f e s s i o n .
Now you have
successful dynamic
organisation which
will enable you to focus on the challenges
faced the people you serve. There is an
increasing divide between rural Australia
and the capital cities. Professor Richard
Bawden was saying in the early 90’s there
were 4 stages of Agriculture; pioneering;
pro duc tion; pro duc tivit y; and f inally,
persistence which we would now call
sustainability. Sustainability is the area
we are entering today.
Global Warming and Climate Change is
with us, in fact all around us; although
some of our leaders still think the future
is in coal. Rural people and agriculture
are in the front line and extension has an
important role in facilitating the changes
and adaption needed. Do we have the
knowledge, technology and tools to make
a difference?
First Australians had achieved sustainable
land management systems over their 65,000
years of practice. There is increasing
scientific evidence demonstrating and
validating the relevance and depth of their
knowledge. Aboriginal Ranger Programs
are a increasingly showing their value.
Science and traditional knowledge working
together.
Bill Gammage (The Greatest Estate),
Bruce Pascoe (Dark Emu) and Charles
Massy (The Call of the Reed Warbler)
are three recent writers who have given
us great background information about
the land management history of this very

APEN ExtensionNet

ancient continent and the sort of thinking
that we need to build sustainability and
persistence.
APEN is uniquely positioned as a national
body covering all of Australia and New
Zealand to facilitate and drive the changes
needed to position the land management
systems in both our countries to survive
and regenerate; leaving the land in a better
state than when we found it.
That is the challenge we face now.
Dr Jeff Coutts
I am most proud
that APEN
commenced at
a time of both
awakening
and pressure
on extension
across Australia
in the early 1990s to support those of us
in extension and develop the extension
p r of e s s i o n. T h i s wa s a n i n c r e d i b l e
feat of bringing the different states and
extension interests together – and more
than that, it has persisted and grown as
an organisation that is recognised across
the agricultural and natural resource
management sectors as the ‘go-to’ place
for extension.
Dr John James
That it continues
to grow and
flourish, and that
it continues to be
a people enabling
net wor k. For me
it ’s all about the
p e o p l e… t h ey ’r e
the ones who make a difference in the
communities and industries with which we
work. I hope that we continue to push the
boundaries, exploring new ways of doing
things, both as a professional organisation
and as extension professionals.
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My future vision for APEN is to increase its
relevance as the peak body representing
the views of ex tension professionals
within our region – encompassing the
many profes sionals operating within
Australia, New Zealand, the Pacific and
Asian regions. One of the constants in
the world is change – we are impacted by
change and have a responsibility to assist
our industries and communities to respond
to this change. I believe APEN can be
a leader in developing the ex tension
profession and responding positively to
change. My greatest hope is that we can
increase membership of APEN and further
expand the development opportunities on
offer to our membership.
The Immediate
Pa s t Pr e si d e n t ,
Jeanette Long
With extension
coming back on
the agricultural
in dust r y r ada r, I
b e li eve A PEN i s
well placed to grow as a key professional
body providing input into Government
policy as well as providing professional
development for members. Over many
years, the Management Committee has
been gathering lots of ideas and best
practice for things that matter so that the
voices of our members are heard in places
where decisions are made. With the new
Board in place along with the Regional
Coordinators we have increased our reach
and professionalism. APEN can expand
its member ship into other industr ies
providing valuable insights into extension
and practice change.
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APEN Timeline

1993

• A core working group consisting of Chair Terry Makin, Farmer, Victoria, Bob Macadam, University of Western
Sydney, Ian Simpson, NSW Agriculture and Peter Van Beek, Queensland Department of Primary Industries, met
at the 1st Australia Pacific Extension Conference, in October on the Gold Coast to form APEN. They were ably
supported by a strong steering group of members across Australia and the Pacific.
• December – the first ExtensionNet newsletter was sent out

• Incorporated on 9th August in Victoria
• Logo was designed
• Australian Institute of Agricultural Science appointed as the APEN secretariat.
• First corporate sponsors Queensland Department of Primary Industries and Agriculture Victoria

1994

1995

• AgriLogic Consultants (later called Creative Management Services) takes over the Secretariat role

1999

• Inaugural APEN Award for Excellence in Extension awarded at the National Forum in Perth

1997

• APEN’s first International conference (the second Extension conference) in Albury, NSW
• APEN internet site launched through Charles Sturt University (http://life.csu.edu.au/apen/)

2000

• APEN list server and email groups commenced operations nationally in December 2000

2001

• International Conference in Toowoomba, Qld – Open Space used
• Launch of APEN website: www.apen.org.au

2002

• Workshop to explore the possibility of a national accreditation scheme, Canberra, Joint APEN AAAC project

2003

• APEN’s 10th Birthday celebrated at National Forum in Hobart
• Surveyed member’s needs

• First eBulletin sent out in September 2004
• New constitution proposed by Management Committee passed at AGM 18 November 2004
• Chapters changed to Clusters
• National Executive now called the Management Committee

2005

2004

• Another member’s survey
• APEN assisted with the establishing the State Extension Leaders Network (SELN)
• Submission to the Australian House of Representatives Agriculture Committee into rural skills training
• Leadership workshops held in conjunction with Rural Development Services
• Roadshow, 9 to 23 November - Cooperative Venture for Capacity Building (CVCB)

• International Conference at Beechworth, Vic
• Extension Farming Systems Journal, Australian Farm Business Management Network and APEN Collaboration began

2007

• National Forum at Canberra Capture, Consolidate and Communicate (foundation for Shaping Change book)

2008

• Mentoring Scheme introduced

2009

• International Conference in Busselton, WA. Papers published in EFS Journal
• Young Professional Award renamed the Amabel Fulton Award for Excellence in Extension by a Young Professional in
memory of the late Amabel Fulton who was a major contributor to APEN and the development of extension in Australia
• Roadshow - Fostering Rural Innovation and Change – Ian Plowman

• Shaping Change: Natural Resource Management, Agriculture and the Role of Extension was launched (Publication)
• Social Media arrives in APEN with Facebook, Twitter and the President’s Blog
• New constitution proposed by Management Committee passed at AGM

2012

• Roadshow - Designing Effective Events – Using Adult Learning Principles – Andrew Huffer
The workshop was also taken to Hamilton, New Zealand

• Member Survey

2016

2011

• Start of APEN supported Enabling Change and Innovation webinar series run by John James, DAFF Qld and Citrix

• International Conference, Christchurch NZ APEN’S 20th Birthday – Social Media Strategy released

2014

2006

• ExtensionNet published on-line – review of APEN structure and governance
• Roadshow - Program Logic – Col Freeman

• APEN became a Company limited by guarantee with a Board of Directors supported by Regional Coordinators
and a new constitution

2018
APEN ExtensionNet

2013
2015
2017

• Roadshow - Tips, Tricks and a little bit of Extension Magic – Greg Mills
• APEN 25 years
• Life Memberships awarded

14
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2019

• APEN Conference: Extending Horizons: Extension’s role in climate, rural
industries and community challenges September in Darwin

So many beginnings … to capture and celebrate APEN’s 25 years would fill a book. This edition of ExtensionNet has
only touched the surface. There are many stories that need to be shared. The partnering of APEN with the Rural
Develop Corporations for our conferences and in projects. Those who wear their APEN hats in their workplaces to
remind their colleagues of the importance and benefits of extension and walking the talk through their work and
research projects! This will be built on as we nurture the wisdom of professionals across Australia, New Zealand and
the broader Asia Pacific Region. APEN thanks the many people who had input to this snapshot of APEN’s 25 years.
The APEN story is still unfolding
Remember successful networks depend on local action. It is up to you to make our network a success.

APEN ExtensionNet
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Contacts for the APEN Board 2017/2018
Graham Harris (President)
Mobile: 61 427 929 103
president@apen.org.au

Jeanette Gellard (Appointed Director)
Mobile: 61 429 990 063
jg.director@apen.org.au

Dr Anthony Kachenko (Vice President)
Mobile: 61 429 221 443
vicepresident@apen.org.au

Dr Les Baxter (Appointed Director)
Mobile: 61 428 151 979
lb.director@apen.org.au

Donna Lucas (Treasurer)
Mobile: 61 459 047 478
treasurer@apen.org.au

Peter Long (Appointed Director)
Mobile: 61 490 324 671
pl.director@apen.org.au

Chrissy Stokes (Director)
Mobile: 64 274 926 575
cs.director@apen.org.au

Dr Rosemary Currie
(Company Secretary)
APEN Limited ACN: 622 357 144
PO Box 1239
WODONGA VIC 3689
Ph: 61 2 6024 5349
Mobile: 61 402 380 332
info@apen.org.au

Jeanette Long (Past President)
Mobile: 61 438 373 993
pastpresident@apen.org.au

Dr Patricia Hamilton
(Communications Editor)
C/- APEN Ltd PO Box 1239
Wodonga Vic 3689
Mobile: 61 409 180 164
apeneditor@apen.org.au
Dr Roy Murray-Prior (Editor, Rural
Extension and Innovation Systems Journal)
C/- APEN Ltd PO Box 1239
Wodonga Vic 3689
Mobile: 61 427 212 079
reiseditor@apen.org.au

Contacts for the APEN Regional Activities Committee (RAC) 2017/2018
Chrissy Stokes
(NZ RC/Chair RAC)
Mobile: 64 274 926 575
rc.nz@apen.org.au
Adrian Englefield (NSW RC)
Mobile: 61 428 324 099
rc.nsw@apen.org.au
Dani England (SA RC)
Mobile: 61 429 676 077
rc.sa@apen.org.au

Shayne Hyman (Vic RC)
Mobile: 61 417 330 081
rc.vic@apen.org.au
Jake Betros (NT RC)
Mobile: 61 438 756 481
rc.nt@apen.org.au
Vacant (Tas RC)
Vacant (WA RC)

Andres Jaramillo (Qld RC)
Mobile:61 475 973 282
rc.qld@apen.org.au

Dr Patricia Hamilton
(Communications Editor)
C/- APEN Ltd PO Box 1239
Wodonga Vic 3689
Mobile: 61 409 180 164
apeneditor@apen.org.au
Dr Rosemary Currie
(Executive Officer)
APEN Limited ACN: 622 357 144
PO Box 1239
WODONGA VIC 3689
Ph: 61 2 6024 5349
Mobile: 61 402 380 332
info@apen.org.au
RC - Regional Coordinator

Guidelines and Deadlines
Submissions should be made in MS Word 6.0 with minimal formatting. A portrait photograph of the author is required.
All photographs, figures and/or tables ought to be provided as separate files (preferably TIF or JPEG; photos scanned at
300 dpi). Feature articles should be around 1000 words and minor articles 500 words. The editor reserves the right to edit
submitted material to meet space restrictions. Letters to the editor or general items of news of interest to the network are
welcome. Articles should be submitted at least four weeks prior to publication.
Preference is given to articles that are grounded in some form of project or event.
Editing: Dr Pat Hamilton
Layout: Ross Tasker, Snap Albury Wodonga, Victoria.
Production management: Dr Rosemary Currie, APEN, Wodonga, Victoria.
Opinions expressed in ExtensionNet are not necessarily those of the Australasia-Pacific Extension Network (Ltd.) unless
otherwise stated.

Stories and photos (next edition) due to Editor 1st December 2018
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